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ABSTRACT

Log sawing can be defined as a problem with obtaining squares from a cylindrical shaped raw material, 
log. There are traditional sawing methods such as live, cant, quarter, etc. for sawmills. However, they cant 
generally obtain maximum yield due to log and lumber variables for each log. Therefore, many mathematical 
approaches and computer programs were improved for log sawing. In this study, suitability of two geometrical 
calculations, versine and sagitta, were tried for log sawing process. Logs were assumed having cylindrical 
shape and circular cross section. The estimation accuracy of calculations was tested for live and can’t sawing 
methods with in a drawing software. The results showed that one of versine equations works almost as well as 
the real dimensions. It is suggested that the equation can be used inside of algorithms for log sawing optimiza-
tion. However, the real log defects such as taper, irregular cross-section, curvature, etc. should be considered 
for more realistic yield and accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION

Log sawing can be defined as a problem with obtaining squares from a cylindrical shaped raw mate-
rial. The calculation error causes worse sawing yield and economic losses for sawmills. Therefore, many  
approaches were tried for log sawing optimization; BOF (Best Opening Face), dynamic and heuristic  
programming, machine vision algorithms, AUTOSAW, GSS-A, GRASP A, KORKUT, TOPSAW computer 
programs, etc., (Hallock and Lewis 1971, Hallock et al. 1979, Faaland and Briggs 1984, Lewis 1985, Occeña 
and Tanchoco 1988, Todoroki 1990, Chang and Guddanti 1995, Occeña and Schmoldt 1995, Korkut 2004, 
Zheng et al. 2007, Bhandarkar et al. 2008, Lin and Wang 2012). In this paper, calculations of two geometrical 
approach (versine and sagitta) were tried for using in log sawing optimization. The suggested approaches, 
which were described in detail at below, tried to find accurately the relationship between slab thickness and 
width with using the trigonometric relations in unit circle. If a slab width could be estimated, first sawn board 
for live sawing or cant height for cant sawing can be calculated. In the literature theories suggested different 
approaches.

The Best Opening Face (BOF) (Lewis 1985) approach assumed logs as a truncated cone (three-dimen-
sional) and consider fence setting in the calculations according to taper and different headrig systems. Due to 
fence considering saw kerf width with slab thickness, the calculations getting different and more complex. A 
two-dimensional geometric theory approach (Zheng et al. 2007) targets centered cant sawing solutions for both 
circular and elliptical shaped logs. The point of origin the approach was obtaining maximum cant cross-sec-
tion area according to an elementary geometry principle. The principle indicates that a square has the greatest 
area of any quadrilateral inscribed within a circle. After obtaining ideal cant dimensions, the approach calcu-
lates ripping lumber in cant and sawing side boards from inside of the slabs. Many other solutions were not  
published due to being part of a commercial software (OpTimber 2020, Romware 2020, Saatech 2020, Tekl 
Studio 2020).
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The “versine” or “versed sine” calculation is one of the trigonometric relations for some edges in unit 
circle (Figure 1). The versine of an angle is 1 minus its cosine. The term versine is also sometimes used to 
describe deviations from straightness in an arbitrary planar curve, of which the above circle is a special case. 
There are several related functions, most notably the coversine and haversine. Given a chord between two 
points in a curve, the perpendicular distance (versine) from the chord to the curve (usually at the chord mid-
point) is called a “versine measurement” or “chord-method”. This usage is especially common in rail transport, 
where it describes measurements of the straightness of the rail tracks (Boardman 1930, Nair 1972, Chiou and 
Yen 2019) and it is generally the basis of the Hallade method (Iwnicki 2006) for rail surveying (Inman 1835).

Figure 1: The trigonometric relations in a unit circle centered at O (Haslett 1859).

As seen in Figure 1, the edge of |DO| and edge of |AO| was radius. However, there are (θ) angle between 
them. In this case, edge of |AC| was sin (θ) and edge of |CO| was cos (θ). As a result, the edge of |CD| (versine) 
can be calculated with these equations (Equation 1, Equation 2):

CD OD OC= −                        (1)

    (2)

In Figure 1, the edge of |AB| can be (which is two edges of |AC| for unit circle) assumed as slab width (sw), 
while the edge of |CD| (versine) slab thickness. If one of them was unknown, it could be found with versine 
calculations. 

Similar approach can be seen for describing the surfaces of lenses and mirrors in optics with sagitta term. 
The sagitta (Latin arrow) can sometimes be substituted for versine (van Brummelen 2013). In the late 11th cen-
tury A.D., a solution (arc-sagitta method) for circular arc length in terms of chord length and the sagitta (middle 
ordinate) was presented by mathematician Shen Kua in his “Meng Chi Pi Than” book (Holzman 1958). The 
Sagitta of a circular arc is the distance from the center of the arc to the center of its base (Needham 1959,  
Woodward 1978, Martín et al. 2016). 

However, most of equations for versine and sagitta have approximately equal symbol (≈), in other words 
they give approximate results. The log sawing is a practical operation and it needs certain results. Aim of this 
study to find an equation with giving certain results to use in log sawing optimization calculations. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Equations

There are some approaches for estimation the versine size according to versine calculation (chord method) 
and Sagitta method. (Equation 3, Equation 4, Equation 5, Equation 6, Equation 7, Equation 8). 
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Where; slab width (sw, mm), slab thickness (st, mm), radius (r, mm). In literature, there are more formula 
as seen in Equation 7 and Equation 8. However, they uses edge of |AD| (chord, crd in Figure 1) in calculations. 
The calculations were not used, because equations were becoming more than an unknown.

Additionally, the equations were only used for estimation the sizes of one-slab on live sawing. In addition 
to this, the equations could be used for the sizes of other slabs for cant sawing (Figure 2).

 

Figure 2: Other edges on unit circle for cant sawing.
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In Figure 2, the edge of |AJ| was diameter and edge of |AB| was two edges of |AC| (sin θ). When 
the B and J points were connected, JAB right triangle occurred. Thus, edge of |BJ| could calculated with  
using edge of |AJ|, edge of |AB| according to Pythagorean relation (Equation 9, Equation 10, Equation 11). 

2 2 2AJ AB BJ= +     (9) 

2 2 2BJ AJ AB= −     (10) 

2 2BJ AJ AB= −    (11)

According to Figure 2, rectangle of AIJB could be assumed that it was a cant of a log. Edge of |AB| was 
cant height, edge of |BJ| was cant width. Then thickness of the slab from outside of the edge of |BJ| could be 
calculated with using the most accurate versine calculation.

Test method and evaluation

The accuracy of the calculations was tested in AutoCAD (2013) drawing software. A radius edge was 
drawn on horizontal axis. The radius edge was divided to the 10 parts with 10 mm intervals. Perpendicular 
edges until the circle were drawn from the interval points. Length of the perpendicular edge was considered 
as slab width (sw, mm). The distance between interval points and nearest circle point was considered as slab 
thickness (st, mm). Although the slab thicknesses were manually added, the slab widths were obtained from the 
software. All tests were performed on two circles with 30 cm and 40 cm diameter (Figure 3).

 
 
 

Figure 3: Drawings in AutoCAD (d: diameter).

The edges for live sawing were shown on 40 cm diameter circle, while the edges for cant sawing on 30 cm 
diameter circle in Figure 3. Cant width (cw) were estimated with using diameter and cant height (ct) according 
to Pythagorean relation. They were compared with drawn edges in AutoCAD.

The estimated slab widths, thicknesses and cant widths from versine and Pythagorean equations were 
compared statistically with drawing software results. The tested equations was for estimating board sizes be-
fore sawing. No or little differences were referred as accuracy test.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Live sawing

The estimated values from the equations and distances from the software were compared and shown in 
Table 1 and Figure 4.
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Table 1: Accuracies of the equations for live sawing.

 
* Dif: Difference, Avr: Average, Min: Minimum, Max: Maximum, st: Slab thickness, sw: Slab width, ** Best equation value, units are 

mm.

 

Figure 4: The estimated slab thickness differences according to equations in live sawing.

Results showed that Equation 3 (PWayBlog 2016) had the best accuracy (max. 0,06 mm, 0,02 mm in  
average difference) for the estimation slab thickness on both cross-sections. Because the equation had the  
lower differences and too close to real dimensions. It can be said that, the Equation 3 can be used for live 
sawing for estimating slab thickness and width (first board width at the same time). Other equations had bad 
estimations with up to 99,96 mm difference. 

Cant sawing

Similar comparison was realized for cant sawing. Drawn and estimated cant widths (cw) were compared 
and results compared and shown in Table 2 and Figure 5.
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Table 2: Accuracies of the equations for cant sawing.

   *Dif: Difference, Avr: Average, Min: Minimum, Max: Maximum, ch: Cant height, cw: Cant width.

Figure 5: The estimated cant width differences in cant sawing.

Results showed that Pythagorean formula could estimate with high accuracy. In addition this, the results 
and drawings showed that cant width decreased related to slab thickness. This relation could be summarized 
with this Equation 12 and Figure 6.

( )cw Diameter 2 st= −      (12)

 
Figure 6: Slab thickness, diameter and cant width relation.
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CONCLUSIONS 

The sawing process does not accept any fault with its unrepeatable characteristic. Therefore, Equation 3 
(PWayBlog 2016) suggested with min. error of margin which negligible level for sawing process.

Results showed that one of versine equation can be used for log sawing optimization.

Using only the versine equation is enough on live sawing method for estimating slab thickness and width 
(first board width at the same time) while first sawing of the log. Pythagorean relation should be added for 
estimating cant and slab dimensions for cant sawing. Additionally, cant width could be estimated with slab 
thickness on cylindrical shaped cross-sections.

Logs with cylindrical shape were used for this study. Log defects can be added for further studies.
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